Rational design and one-step formation of multifunctional gel transducer for simple fabrication of integrated electrochemical biosensors.
This study demonstrates a new strategy to simplify the biosensor fabrication and thus minimize the biosensor-to-biosensor deviation through rational design and one-step formation of a multifunctional gel electronic transducer integrating all elements necessitated for efficiently transducing the biorecognition events to signal readout, by using glucose dehydrogenase (GDH) based electrochemical biosensor as an example. To meet the requirements for preparing integrated biosensors and retaining electronic and ionic conductivities for electronically transducing process, ionic liquids (ILs) with enzyme cofactor (i.e., oxidized form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) as the anion were synthesized and used to form a bucky gel with single-walled carbon nanotubes, in which methylene green electrocatalyst was stably encapsulated for the oxidation of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide. With such kind of rationally designed and one-step-formed multifunctional gel as the electronic transducer, the GDH-based electrochemical biosensors were simply fabricated by polishing the electrodes onto the gel followed by enzyme immobilization. This capability greatly simplifies the biosensor fabrication, prolongs the stability of the biosensors, and, more remarkably, minimizes the biosensor-to-biosensor deviation. The relative standard deviations obtained both with one electrode for the repeated measurements of glucose and with the different electrodes prepared with the same method for the concurrent measurements of glucose with the same concentration were 3.30% (n = 7) and 4.70% (n = 6), respectively. These excellent properties of the multifunctional gel-based biosensors substantially enable them to well-satisfy the pressing need of rapid measurements, for example, environmental monitoring, food analysis, and clinical diagnoses.